A brief U-report Poll finding on PSEA- December 2020

31% of the U-Reporters polled reported knowledge or experience of humanitarian organization or UN worker who had ever asked them to pay money or perform any sexual act in exchange of humanitarian services such as food, shelter, supplies or education.

84% of population indicated they have no knowledge on available complaint mechanisms for SEA.

The vast majority (24%) of U-Reporters indicated lack of knowledge of reporting SEA as a right, while 23% they simply do not know how to complain if they experience or witness SEA.

For those that complain, they indicated AWAAZ (26%), Use of other hotlines (14%), Family member (13%), Health care facility (14%) and 16% indicated local govt authority as their channels to lodge complaint.

How to join?

It is easy to join U-Report. Send ‘Hi’, ‘Hello’, ‘Join’ or ‘Salam’ to the U-Report platform and register yourself or click on the following links:

4-U-Report Telegram number: +93 799987414 - https://t.me/UreportAfghanistan_bot

To know more about U-Report, click on this link: https://afghanistan.ureport.in/
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